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The Bugatti pool table will be available next month. Image credit: Bugatti
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French automaker Bugatti is  expanding its lifestyle collection with a unique new addition perfect for billiards sports
fans.

The newest product from the Bugatti Lifestyle collection is a pool table adorned in carbon fiber, built to meet the
same high standards of any product from the French automaker. Devoted Bugatti clients can now build on their
collection with this new pool table featuring optional highly advanced gyroscopic self-leveling technology for use
on a yacht.

"It is  our pleasure to be working with a manufacturing partner that mirrors the qualities of Bugatti," said Stephan
Winkelmann, president of Bugatti Automobiles, in a statement. "Through our shared values, we can be sure that the
Bugatti pool table will be made with extremely high-quality materials, that the standard of the limited production will
be very high, and that the technology used to make the product is advanced.

"We only choose the best partners to represent our famous Bugatti marque, yet we know that IXO will meet the same
benchmarks we expect in the production of hyper sports cars made in our Molsheim Atelier," he said.

Bugatti pool table
The pool table, made in partnership with IXO designers and specialists of carbon fiber product construction, has an
optional servo-driven system that deploys a gyroscopic sensor to level the table, ideal for consumers who wish to
use the piece on a yacht. Each leg of the table can move to compensate for a yacht's movement and remain perfectly
level, with a system that can adjust in five milliseconds that is completed in total silence with vibration-free
adjustment.

The Bugatti pool table fashions the iconic Bugatti badge with the carbon fiber finish of the piece representing the
sporting nature of the automaker. The strong frame of the table is underpinned by machined aluminum and titanium,
meeting the standards of a professional tournament pool table.
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The Bugatti pool table features  technology that allows  consumers  to enjoy the piece on yachts . Image credit: Bugatti

A unique plate adorns each Bugatti pool table, displaying the Bugatti logo and the limited-edition number for each
product. The pool table is made in a limited run of 30 tables, with five to be made by IXO in 2021.

The sides of the drawers feature the Bugatti logo and ball pockets are made from stainless steel and lined with
leather. The wall cue support is finished in carbon fiber, also featuring a 13-inch, high-resolution touch screen to
keep track of scores.

A dimmable LED ceiling light is also made with carbon fiber, while other official branded Bugatti accessories
include a chalk box, cleaning brush, a suitcase made in Bugatti leather to transport the set of Aramith Tournament
Pro balls and more.

The first Bugatti pool table will be available in June.

Bugatti is  one of several luxury automakers consistently expanding their lifestyle collections and offerings.

Last month, Britain's Bentley Motors presented its Bentley Home collection for 2021, offering four new furniture
designs featuring cutting-edge new materials and finishes. The new products include the Aldford table, the Ramsey
sofa and loveseat and the Styal desk, each featuring a lacquered finish and a sustainable fabric produced from
marble powder among a choice of finishes (see story).
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